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Sprovieri Progetti presents Drive thru #1, an interrogation of perceptual processes
and the status of the image by Brazilian artist Matheus Rocha Pitta, for his first UK
exhibition.

Drive thru #1 plays on the etymology of the word ‘apprehend’, meaning to take
hold, to confiscate, or to understand. For Brazilian police, apprehension is the term
used when they have captured a haul of illegal goods. Usually they create displays
and call the press. In doing so, the police put the confiscated goods into a new
sphere of circulation - within the media – and their function changes to
dematerialised symbols of the law. In this instance the photographic document
stands as a figure of conversion between both image and matter, and the circuits of
meaning that are engendered by each through their consumption.

Focusing on these elements of displacement and discontinuity of meaning, Drive

thru #1 presents Rocha Pitta’s own apprehension: depicting in sculpture, video and
photographs the demarcation of territory by showing a car crossing a border
without moving an inch. Using earth (since earth cannot be taken as an object, even
when it is a commodity in the form of territory), Rocha Pitta taped and packaged it
the same way as drugs, confiscating the surrounding landscape and moving it
slowly through the car. The photographs, video and sculpture in this instance
therefore exist not only as evidence of the physical action, but also as emblems of
the boundaries of territory as the limit of law.
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Drive thru #1 was recently awarded the first Illy Sustainart and ARCO prize in Spain,
an award given to young artists in support of the development of their careers.
Notes to Editor
Matheus Rocha Pitta was born in 1980 in Minas Gerais, Brazil. He studied history at
the Universidade Federal Fluminense and philosophy at the Universidade Estadual of
Rio do Janeiro.
Niccolò Sprovieri, together with Paola Colacurcio, opened Progetti, a new space in
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in August 2008, which will explore the emerging South
American Art scene and present site-specific projects by international artists. It is
located in a completely renovated three-floored 1889 building in the historical
centre of Rio.
For interviews, images or further information please contact Rhiannon Pickles PR
Rhiannon@picklespr.com or Rachel@picklespr.com
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Tel: +44 20 7734 2066, info@sprovieri.com

Opening hours:

Tuesday – Saturday 10.00 – 6.00

Nearest tube:

Oxford Circus, Piccadilly Circus
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